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Omic science is rapidly growing and one of the most employed techniques to explore differential 
patterns in omic datasets is principal component analysis (PCA). However, a method to enlighten 
the network of omic features that mostly contribute to the sample separation obtained by PCA is 
missing. An alternative is to build correlation networks between univariately-selected significant omic 
features, but this neglects the multivariate unsupervised feature compression responsible for the PCA 
sample segregation. Biologists and medical researchers often prefer effective methods that offer an 
immediate interpretation to complicated algorithms that in principle promise an improvement but in 
practice are difficult to be applied and interpreted. Here we present PC-corr: a simple algorithm that 
associates to any PCA segregation a discriminative network of features. Such network can be inspected 
in search of functional modules useful in the definition of combinatorial and multiscale biomarkers 
from multifaceted omic data in systems and precision biomedicine. We offer proofs of PC-corr efficacy 
on lipidomic, metagenomic, developmental genomic, population genetic, cancer promoteromic and 
cancer stem-cell mechanomic data. Finally, PC-corr is a general functional network inference approach 
that can be easily adopted for big data exploration in computer science and analysis of complex systems 
in physics.
Omic sciences are contributing to revolutionize current biomedicine towards a precision and patient-tailored 
approach. Indeed, recent advances in high-throughput technologies have led to a growing amount of omic 
data in several branches of biomedicine, and consequently boosted the development of a large number of 
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network-inference methods (also called reverse engineering methods), in order to seize the behaviour of the 
underlying biosystems1.
Inferring or ‘reverse-engineering’ biological networks can be defined as the process of probing interactions 
between molecular components from experimental data through computational analysis2. Reverse-engineering 
algorithms divide into many subtypes, however two of them play an important role in biomedicine3. Physical 
interaction approaches aim at predicting biophysical interactions among molecules, for instance structural 
protein-protein interactions4–8. Influence or functional interaction approaches aim at predicting associations such 
as correlation or causality among molecules. A correlation network is a widely used representation paradigm of the 
associations between the parts that compose a complex system. Each edge in this network is undirected and its 
weight indicates the level of correlation between the trends of two variables that are symbolically represented by 
two connected nodes. However, correlation does not imply causality and the correlation network does not repre-
sent relations of dependency between the variables (nodes) in the network. Such type of information would imply 
the inference of directionality on the edges leading to a directed graph representation of the system, which is also 
called regulatory network. Correlation networks are a very general representation paradigm, which is a point of 
strength for computational systems biology applications, in fact they can be extracted from any type of omic data 
regardless of the hypothesis of variable dependency, yet offering a very important information on the internal 
functional association and organization of the system parts. Their clear point of weakness is that they cannot 
describe the internal causality (conditioning or dependency) between the parts of the system. On the other hand, 
although regulatory networks offer a deeper characterization of the mechanisms from which complexity arises, 
they are a more specific representation paradigm that cannot be applied to all omic data tout court. The inference 
of regulatory networks is much more complicated - in many cases it requires more samples and higher data qual-
ity - to get a good estimation of the variable dependency (edge directionality).
In computational systems biology, the gene expression profiles are used to build gene co-expression networks, 
which are correlation networks where the nodes correspond to genes, and the edges between nodes represent 
significant co-expression relationships. Co-expression networks were found extremely useful for analysing 
microarray and RNA-Sequencing data, since they can identify functional gene modules, i.e. densely connected 
subnetworks of genes sharing similar patterns of expression9. Usually in co-expression networks all the genes 
present in a dataset are used to construct the network. However, for computational reasons, the network can be 
restricted to the most varying genes10, and genes with low variance can be filtered out. In the same way, a corre-
lation network can be constructed from any omic dataset by using the most varying features. Nonetheless, it will 
not point out what features are more important for discriminating two or multiple conditions, for instance control 
versus disease samples in case-control studies. To this aim, a further development of this approach consists in 
using a univariate statistical test (for instance Mann-Whitney test) singularly for each omic feature, followed by 
multiple testing correction (for instance Benjamini-Hochberg adjustment). This procedure selects the features 
that are significantly different between two or more conditions in a univariate way (considering each feature one 
at a time), and then constructs the correlation network between the significant omic features that are discrimina-
tive. In practice, a linear univariate-discriminative correlation network is obtained. For simplicity, we will call the 
outcome of this method: P-value (correlation) network.
As a matter of fact, here we will focus our attention on universal methods for inference of correlation networks 
in omic data in general, whereas the development of methods for inference of regulatory networks is out of the 
scope of this study. For this interesting and different subject we refer to the DREAM project11, where the perfor-
mance of regulatory network reverse-engineering was shown to vary both across species, and within the same 
category of inference methods. A plethora of methods are available for gene network reverse-engineering, but 
few methods were developed and extensively tested for revealing discriminative associations in omic systems in 
general. Among them, the P-value correlation network is the most employed for the analysis of omic data, because 
of its simple and fast application and the straightforward interpretation of the results. A first aim of this study is 
to offer a valid (but still easy to adopt and interpret) multivariate alternative to the P-value networks. Therefore, 
we will present a method for linear multivariate-discriminative correlation network reverse engineering that, 
thanks to its multivariate nature can help to stress and squeeze out the underlying combinatorial and multifac-
torial mechanisms that generate the differences between the studied conditions. Notably, the P-value network 
approach is hypothesis-driven, however our goal is to exploit a data-driven and unsupervised approach, because 
this can also reveal interesting but unknown sample patterns and can efficiently deal with a small sample size. 
Between the data-driven methods, the Principal Component Analysis (PCA) is without doubt one of the most 
used unsupervised linear multivariate algorithms for data exploration and visualization in omic science12,13. It 
reduces the data dimensionality while retaining most of the variation in the data, and can be used to detect hid-
den/unknown patterns of sample discrimination, that emerge according to new inferred variables (the principal 
components) that are linear combinations of the original variables14. Unfortunately, to the best of our knowledge, 
no algorithm available in literature is able to provide a network representation of the internal relations between 
the discriminative features that are associated to a PCA visualization in which a sample separation emerges. This 
could be extremely useful to juxtapose to a PCA plot also a diagram that accounts for the feature associations that 
contribute to generate the visualized sample segregation. Therefore, here, for the first time, we want to propose a 
method - which we named PC-corr – that uses the PCA loadings to perform unsupervised inference of a linear 
multivariate-discriminative correlation network.
To summarize, the goal to introduce the use of PC-corr networks is not to infer causality, but to offer a multi-
variate alternative to the P-value networks in order to explore the functional associations of the omic features at 
the systems’ level. The collection of the inferred associations between selected features creates a network where 
discriminative modules can be investigated by imposing different cut-offs to the interaction values. This process 
allows to explore the network structure and organization at different levels. Hence, the PC-corr networks can 
be – like P-value networks – thresholded at different levels in order to enlighten discriminative network modules 
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of omic features that can be useful in gaining biomedical understanding and insight in support of the sample 
discrimination obtained using PCA. In practice, the PC-corr network can be a valid tool to add in many studies 
that use PCA to unveil the relational organization of the features that participate to the sample segregation in the 
projected space.
Results
The reasons to build a data-driven method based on unsupervised learning and PCA. For a 
general omic dataset, we developed a data-driven method to construct discriminative correlation networks rely-
ing on a prior unsupervised analysis and sample projection in a visualization space by PCA. The advantages to 
design our proposed data-driven approach based on an unsupervised (the labels are not used for learning the 
data projection) and parameter-free (the algorithm does not require tuning of any parameter for learning the 
projection) method such as PCA are many. First, regardless of the label availability or reliability, this can help to 
reveal the presence of hidden/unknown sample patterns in the data, with the additional benefit that the selected 
features are not biased by any supervised hypothesis, and, instead, they emerge naturally from the hidden mul-
tidimensional structure of the data. Second, unlike any supervised feature selection method, PCA also does not 
overfit the data11, a clear advantage for small sample-size dataset analysis – very frequent in biomedicine - or pilot 
studies in which knowledge uncertainty represents a significant gap. Third, conceptually it might not be clear how 
an unsupervised method could be better suited to discriminate between conditions compared to a suitable super-
vised approach, however a vast amount of recent literature proves and discusses this evidence. Smialowski et al.12  
offered a solid in-silico proof of how PCA-loading-based feature selection can perform well preventing overfitting 
in contrast to supervised strategies. Cannistraci et al. proved how unsupervised techniques outperform support 
vector machine on proteomic and genomic datasets14. In a second study, Cannistraci et al. showed how unsu-
pervised techniques could largely outperform supervised techniques for network-based prediction of protein 
interactions5. Zagar et al. in a very extensive study on stage prediction of embryonic stem cell differentiation from 
genome-wide expression data demonstrated on even 10 different datasets the supremacy of unsupervised on 
supervised techniques15. In particular and surprisingly, an unsupervised method such as PCA could outperform 
supervised methods such as partial least squares and support vector machine. The reason behind this apparent 
paradox finds an explanation in one outlandish expression coined by Richard E. Bellman in dynamic program-
ming16: curse of dimensionality. Omics datasets are high-dimensional and present a larger number of features 
(variables) than samples. The fact that the multidimensional volume (in which the samples lie) grows very fast 
as a function of the number of features is called curse of dimensionality and represents an important problem 
in big data analysis because - roughly speaking - it means that the more features I have, the more samples I need 
for a ‘good’ analysis. To be more technical, the volume of the hyperspace increases so fast, as a function of the 
number of dimensions/features/variables, that the available data become sparse. This sparsity is problematic, in 
particular for supervised methods that strongly suffer of overfitting in a sparsity scenario, because the amount of 
data they need to support the prediction often grows exponentially with the dimensionality. In fact, model and 
parameter estimation becomes very difficult when the number of samples are much lower than the number of 
features, and this worsen because the data should be divided in a training test and validation set. In practice, the 
supervised learning is applied even on a smaller cohort of samples that constitute the training set. The curse of 
dimensionality effectively prevents supervised learning to be more efficient than unsupervised learning on many 
omics datasets where the sample to feature unbalance is often significant. On the contrary, it is empirically proven 
that PCA works fine also for big omic datasets (like the one we mentioned few lines above) even when the sample 
to feature ratio is larger than 1:1000, for instance Ringner13 provided a demonstration of this effectiveness on a 
dataset of 27,648 genes expressions in 105 breast tumour samples. Finally, as a matter of fact, at the basis of the 
current machine learning revolution initiated by means of deep learning there is unsupervised feature learning, 
as well as the advantages offered by unsupervised pre-training17.
Overview of PC-corr network construction and its evaluation. PC-corr is a method for unsuper-
vised and parameter-free inference of a linear multivariate-discriminative correlation network. The method is 
unsupervised, parameter-free, linear and multivariate, because it is based on the loadings of PCA, which is a 
linear multivariate unsupervised and parameter-free transformation. Furthermore, starting from the PCA load-
ings there are not additional requirements of parameter tuning to generate the PC-corr networks. In brief, the 
PC-corr network is a weighted graph, whose values are obtained by combining the loadings of the nodes that are 
adjacent to an edge with the Pearson correlation of the same nodes. The PC-corr value of an edge is high if and 
only if both the nodes’ loadings and the nodes’ Pearson correlation are simultaneously high, and this is achieved 
using a minimum operator (for details refer to the Methods section). It is important to mention that, in general, 
we can associate a PC-corr network to any principal component (PC), because the PC-corr network is based on 
the loadings of the selected PC. In particular, our algorithm is based on the fact that the PCA suggests, along one 
of its PCs, a sample discrimination that can be unknown (a new pattern is discovered) or known (the presence of 
a known pattern, for which the labels are given, is confirmed). In the absence of labels, the presence of a pattern 
based on a discrimination along one of the PCs can be detected directly by visual inspection (not automated 
procedure) or using clustering algorithms (automated procedure). This generates a hypothesis on the presence 
of a possible unknown sample separation (label inference) but it requires to be validated with external informa-
tion. In this case, the method to project the data remains unsupervised and therefore also the PC-corr network 
associated to the discriminative PC is still the result of an unsupervised transformation. The only, but important, 
problem that remains open is to make sense of the inferred ‘potential’ sample labels. As a common practice, many 
researchers visually inspect the patterns that unsupervisedly emerge in the PC1-PC2 projection of PCA, and they 
exploit the presence of unknown sample segregations in order to generate new hypothesis on the origin of their 
patient differentiation14. The new labels, which coincide with the discovered sample segregation, are compared 
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with the information available in biomedical or clinical databases on the patient’s conditions or, very often, are 
employed to design novel experiments to verify or validate the new hypotheses and intuitions that the sample pat-
tern suggested to the researcher. A clear example of this process is provided in the section below, dedicated to the 
lipidomic dataset. On the other hand, in the presence of known labels, PCA is very useful to reduce overfitting in 
the feature selection and to have an unbiased confirmation of the presence of the sample discrimination12. Finally, 
to verify that the pattern discrimination along the selected PC is statistically significant, we suggest adopting a 
statistical test according to the inferred or the known labels. In the absence of any sample discrimination - sug-
gested via PCA projection and confirmed by a statistical test - our method cannot be used. In addition, if the 
sample discrimination along a PC is statistically significant for inferred labels that do not match with any known 
meaningful biomedical or clinical information, the related PC-corr represents a last resort to speculate about the 
origin of the sample segregation and to generate hypothesis for new validation experiments.
The presence of a module in a network representation appears as a highly interconnected group of nodes, and 
in case of many modules hierarchically organized, the definition of modules is reserved for potentially overlap-
ping dense subgraphs. The PC-corr network can be used to enlighten the presence of discriminative functional 
modules by increasing a threshold to remove weak links (connectivity with values lower than the threshold) from 
the network. Using this process, modules of nodes that are characterized by a strong discriminative correlation 
emerge in the PC-corr network. These modules are discriminative because they originate from the loadings asso-
ciated to the discriminative PC, and since the nodes involved in each module have a common correlation, they 
potentially share a similar function.
In the explanatory Fig. 1, we give a general idea of the PC-corr method without entering in the algorithm 
details that, instead, are given in Supplementary Table S1. Figure 1 reports the case study where PCA is performed 
on the omic dataset and unsupervisedly separates the samples in two groups along PC1. We normally compute 
Figure 1. PC-corr network. The omic dataset is analysed unsupervisedly by PCA, which discriminates the 
samples in two groups (red and black) along PC1. The discriminative correlation network is constructed 
thereof. Indeed the features’ loadings of the most discriminative dimension (PC1 in the example) are 
normalized with the heuristic function and scaled, then they are combined together with the Pearson 
correlations on the features, for the calculation of the edge values PC corr_ i j, . Finally, after applying a cut-off on 
the edge weights PC corr_ i j, , two tables (Edge weight/colour table and Node weight/colour table) are obtained in 
order to visualize the related network by a network visualizer such as Cytoscape.
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centered and non-centered PCA and we choose the one that offered better visualization result in sample dis-
crimination. In case of similar performance, we opted for the centered PCA that is the most common employed 
in omic studies. There is no universal rule for when centering transformation should be used18,19. Nevertheless, 
non-centering has been shown to offer several advantages18,19. This is particularly evident in visualization tasks, 
when the set of points that form each cluster is distributed around the centre of the mass in the high-dimensional 
space5. Using the embedding in two dimensions after the centering transformation, the points tend to overlap 
around the origin of the first two dimensions. However, in most cases, executing the embedding without center-
ing can reduce this crowding issue. As we said, the selection of the centering procedure is evidence based.
After that the presence of two groups is detected, they are attributable to two diverse (potential or already 
known) sample states or experimental conditions, which are accordingly visualized adopting two diverse col-
ours, for instance red or black dots. Here, the separation in two groups is employed in order to provide a simple 
example, but more in general the unsupervised analysis could also provide a multiple group separation. Then 
the PC1-loadings - which represent the weights (importance) that each feature has in contributing to the sample 
separation on PC1 - are combined together with the features’ Pearson correlations (see Supplementary Table S1 
for details on the mathematical formula) in order to generate the PC-corr edge weights. Hence, each pairwise 
feature interaction assumes a PC-corr weight: the higher is this value (in a scale between 0 and 1), the more the 
two features coparticipate in discriminating the two groups along PC1. The collection of the PC-corr weights, 
characterizing all pairwise feature interactions, is in practice a PC-corr weighted network having the features as 
nodes. We invite the reader to refer to Fig. 1 for a general overview of the method.
Summarizing for a general case: this easy, fast and novel method infers the discriminative linear associations 
existing between features, by combining the result of a preliminary unsupervised analysis (PCA), with the pair-
wise Pearson correlations between the features, to ultimately build and explore the discriminative network func-
tional modules. The resulting network, that we called PC-corr network, pinpoints the discriminative correlations: 
correlations between those features that explain the discrimination of the samples along a principal component 
PCn. This is achieved by combining the PCn loadings (eigenvectors) and the pairwise Pearson correlation (for 
more details, see Methods).
Moreover, the structure of the interaction network is probed by applying different cut-offs, which allow to 
progressively reveal different discriminative network modules, that otherwise appear connected and continuous. 
There is not yet an automatic cut-off selection procedure, but different options are currently under investigation 
as a follow-up study. Notably, the free selection of the cut-off is the current most employed strategy in P-value 
network inspection. Hence, we suggest also in PC-corr networks that the operator tunes the cut-off in relation to 
his/her needs to explore the network structure and its organization at different levels. Nevertheless, a clear strat-
egy to select one or multiple cut-offs in case of PC-corr networks is proposed in the next section entitled: How to 
choose the cut-off in PC-corr networks.
We compare our approach to the P-value network, i.e. a variation of the co-expression network that selects and 
represents only the Pearson correlations between significantly different features (as we already discussed in the 
Introduction). Additionally, we tested PC-corr network robustness by leave-one-out cross validation (LOOCV; 
the procedure is explained in the Methods section and results are shown in Supplementary information).
We decided to show the effectiveness of PC-corr networks on six datasets from different omic fields, ranging 
from lipidomics, to metagenomics, developmental genomics, population genetics, carcinoma cell-wide promoter-
omics and cancer stem cell mechanomics. As a final remark, in the first analysed dataset (coming from lipidom-
ics) we compared PC-corr network with P-value mutual information (MI) network. Since MI is a measure of 
nonlinear association between two features, this analysis was oriented to provide a further comparison also versus 
nonlinear association networks.
How to choose the cut-off in PC-corr networks. In this section, we discuss a ‘rule of thumb’ for select-
ing a cut-off. The optimal cutoff is indeed quite dataset dependent, but we suggest the general cut-off range to be 
from 0.5 to 1. The higher the cutoff, the more discriminative the features are and the higher (stronger) the corre-
lation between them will be. We suggest the exploration of the network structure and organization from cut-off 
0.5 since this requires the features’ Pearson correlation higher than 0.5, while below this threshold the features are 
considered weakly correlated. However, this does not indicate that applying a cut-off lower than 0.5 will not get 
meaningful outcomes, but it has to be kept in mind that there could be many relatively low discriminative features 
and weakly interactions could be found and represented in the network. In addition, we should clarify the concept 
of frustration. In the PC-corr network, a red edge links nodes that display the same behaviour (positive correla-
tion) and have therefore the same colour, while a black edge connects nodes that are negatively correlated, hence 
nodes with antithetical colours. Frustration occurs when some edges in the network do not follow this pattern, 
i.e. they represent positive correlations between nodes with opposite behaviour (opposite colours) or negative 
correlations between nodes with identical behaviour (same colours).
Usually, in our analyses on six datasets from different omic sciences, we selected cut-off greater or equal than 
0.5, and no frustration appeared. However if any frustration occurs, we suggest two possible solutions:
(a)  discard the links if the percentage of frustration is less that < 5%, i.e. the edges under frustration represent less 
than 5% of the total number of edges in the represented PC-corr network;
(b) increase the cut-off till no more frustration is present, i.e. the percentage of frustration is 0%.
In the next studies, we will adopt the degree of freedom offered by the cut-off to perform a percolation-based 
investigation of the network, the detection of weak links and the automatic inference of the hierarchical organi-
zation between the discriminative network modules.
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Lipidomics. Lipidomics is a rapidly growing omic field20. Absolute quantification of lipid abundance by shot-
gun mass spectrometry is generating high-throughput datasets20, which contain unveiled lipid signatures in a 
plethora of conditions and organisms. In particular, high-throughput human blood plasma lipidomics represents 
a new important tool for precision medicine, which can help to understand the causes and predict effective com-
binatorial biomarkers in metabolic disorders and beyond21. However, discovering and investigating the peculi-
arities of a healthy plasma lipidome is still an open task. Here we considered a lipidomic dataset composed by 
the systematic quantification of 281 lipid species from 27 major lipid classes in the human plasma samples of 71 
healthy young Caucasians (36 males and 35 females)22. Since we did not have any verified a-priori information, 
but only a gender-based hypothesis on the possible segregation of the samples, we performed an unsupervised 
analysis of the whole dataset by PCA. This would allow finding hidden patterns that might visually emerge in the 
representation space composed by the first two-dimensions of embedding. Surprisingly, the unsupervised analy-
sis revealed a dichotomy inside the female cohort, which was split in two distinct sub-populations (Fig. 2a). Since 
plasma lipids are strongly related to sex hormones, we postulated that the evident separation might be connected 
to the use of contraceptive drugs. Therefore, we asked to recover clinical information on the use of contraceptives 
by the female patients. This information proved that the significant separation on PC2 was contraceptive-driven 
(Fig. 2b). In fact, hormonal contraceptives may affect the overall change in lipid levels. However, in our analysis 
we focused on revealing the gender difference from the lipidomic point of view, excluding any bias related with 
the drug intake. Hence, we confronted the male cohort and the subpopulation of contraceptive-free females 
(denoted by FnoCC).
In this case also, significant separation was proven along the PC2 (Fig. 2c). This discrimination is explained 
by the network constructed with our approach (Fig. 3a, cut-off = 0.6), where the red lipids are more abundant 
(higher) in the FnoCC cohort while the black ones are higher in the male group. The PC-corr network could 
distinctly reveal discriminative lipid modules and interconnected sub-modules related to the gender separation. 
Lipids, which are highly connected in modules, belong mainly to the same lipid class. This is expected as these 
lipids share biosynthetic pathways and regulatory mechanisms. More interesting are the connections revealed by 
the network, which involve lipids of unrelated classes. While some of these connections can be explained (LPC 
O- 16:0 may be the lyso-product of PC O- 36:4), others are less obvious and may provide hints for future research 
directions.
Nonetheless, comparing (at the same cut-off level) the original PC-corr network (Fig. 3a) to the P-value net-
work (which is the correlation network of the lipids that most significantly differentiate between the two groups, 
Fig. 3b) a noticeable difference emerges in the number of nodes and edges (Fig. 3d). In fact, the majority of 
the lipids in the PC-corr network are absent in the P-value network, while few lipids present in the P-value 
Figure 2. Lipidomics dataset: PCA results. (a) PCA discovered the presence of a well-defined dichotomy 
indicating a subpopulation inside the female cohort (black crosses). (b) PCA separates the females using 
contraceptive medication from the contraceptive-free females: females – contraceptive (F-CC, red crosses), 
females – no contraceptive (F-noCC, magenta crosses) and males (black triangles). In addition the separation 
between the two groups (FCC vs everything else) was significant. (c) Significant separation was proven along 
PC2 between the F-noCC and M.
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network are missing in the PC-corr network. This can also be observed in the modules, which appear ‘depleted’ 
in the P-value network in comparison to the PC-corr one. For instance, there is a clear difference in the com-
mon highlighted modules (circled in both networks with a dashed coloured line), as well as there are modules 
(circled in the network with a filled black line) which are present only in one of the networks. Substantial dif-
ferences between the two networks consist in the presence of few triacylglyceride (TAG), the total absence of 
the Cholesteryl esters (CE lipids), the Sphinganine- Sphingosine and the Phosphatidylcholines modules in the 
P-value network (Fig. 3b). On the other hand, the PC-corr network lacks the presence of few isolated lipids such 
as the GD1, GD3, GM2, GT1. Even comparing (at the same 0.6 cut-off) the PC-corr network to the P-value MI 
network (i.e. the mutual information (MI) network of the lipids that most significantly differentiate between the 
two groups, similarly to the P-value network, Fig. 3c) (for details see the Methods section: Construction of the 
P-value MI network), no additional differences (to the ones described before) emerge, since all the interactions in 
the P-value MI network are contained in the P-value network (Fig. 3d).
Figure 3. Lipidomics dataset: networks. (a) The PC-corr network was constructed according to the loadings 
of PC2 (Fig. 2c), since PCA could significantly (p < 0.001) separate F-noCC from M, therefore reflects 
discriminative network modules related to real (absence of contraceptive effect) gender difference. Red nodes 
indicate higher lipid abundance in F-noCC, while black nodes indicate higher lipid abundance in M. (b) The 
P-value network is a correlation network (Pearson-correlation cut-off = 0.6) of the lipids that are significantly 
different (Mann-Whitney test, Benjamin-adjusted p-value < 0.05) between F-noCC and M. Again, the node 
colour has the same meaning of plot in (a). Modules circled with a dashed line are present in both networks 
(a,b), while modules circled with a black solid line are present exclusively in one of the two networks. (c) The 
P-value MI network is a mutual information network (mutual-information cut-off = 0.6) of the lipids that 
are significantly different (Mann-Whitney test, Benjamin-adjusted p-value < 0.05) between F-noCC and M, 
similarly to the P-value network. Again, the node colour has the same meaning of plot in (a,b). In the P-value 
MI network, all the edges between lipids were already inferred by the P-value network, that contains even more 
lipid interactions. (d) For F-noCC vs M, the PC-corr network - constructed according to the PC2 significant 
discrimination of (Fig. 2c) - and the P-value and P-value MI networks (cut-off = 0.6) show differences in the 
numbers of nodes and edges, as illustrated in the proportional Venn diagrams. Some lipids are present only in 
the PC-corr network (as shown in the box on the left), while much less are present exclusively in the P-value 
network and, for some of them, also in the P-value MI network (as shown in the boxes on the right).
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All in all, our approach shows more diversity and completeness in the lipid module composition, and reveals 
the most discriminative functional lipid modules. While the P-value MI network contains single/double inter-
actions and the P-Value network shows rather isolated modules, the PC-corr network also contains multiple 
connections between these modules. These connections are interesting points of complex metabolite interactivity 
which should be further investigated. It is a promising sign for a functional discriminative network to also include 
a major signalling sphingolipid (Sphingosine-1-phosphate).
Furthermore, we represented the possible/putative relation between the lipid chemical structural information 
and the connectivity of the nodes in the PC-corr network. In Supplementary Fig. S1, node colour diversity reflects 
the different lipid classes. This shows that the inferred discriminative modules reflect the known correlation 
between lipids of the same lipid class. However, also less obvious connections, as the degree of fatty acid unsatu-
ration (caused by fatty acid desaturases), are conserved in the network. In Supplementary Fig. S2, node colours 
reflect the number of double bonds in each lipid species and show aggregations of similarly unsaturated lipids.
In a similar way, in Supplementary Fig. S3 the node colour gradient reflects the number of carbon atoms in the 
fatty acid chains and it appears that each module is internally characterized by a homogeneous colour gradient, 
hence by a certain similarity in the number of carbon atoms.
Since for this dataset the approach based on mutual information held a highly broken network with no 
interesting results, in the next datasets we continued to discuss merely the differences between the PC-corr and 
P-value networks.
Metagenomics. Dyspepsia is a common gastric problem mainly characterized by upper abdominal pain or 
discomfort and heartburn23. The primary medicaments for the management of dyspeptic symptoms, which usu-
ally involves their long-term use, are over-the-counter antacid drugs known as Proton Pump Inhibitors (PPIs), 
that inhibit acid secretion in the stomach’s parietal cells, resulting in a higher intragastric pH. Although PPIs 
are widely prescribed, they are related to several adverse situations, in particular the development of corpus 
predominant atrophic gastritis in Helicobacter pylori positive patients, that is a precursor of gastric cancer, and a 
higher risk of enteric infections24,25. These last two conditions are related to the alteration of the gastrointestinal 
microbiota, therefore this issue has been progressively addressed from a metagenomic perspective26,27. The first 
question of clinical relevance is whether PPIs exert any effect on the gastric bacterial communities, and this was 
investigated in a study by Williams and collaborators that was still solely based on culturable gastric bacteria28. 
More recently, next-generation-sequencing-based metagenomic studies further confirmed that PPIs modify the 
gastroenteric human microbiota29–33.
Here, we re-analyzed a dataset by Amir and collaborators29, in order to verify whether the PC-corr method 
could enhance, in comparison to Amir et al.29, our understanding of the PPI-induced microbial perturbation. In 
particular, we were interested in promoting a systems biology perspective, pointing out the possible presence of 
discriminative network microbial alterations. Therefore, we considered the gastric fluid dataset, which comprises 
eight patients who were sampled at two different time points, that is before and after eight weeks of PPI treat-
ment, for a total of 16 samples. We selected this specific dataset because it clearly shows that PPI treatment alters 
the gastric fluid microbial communities. Metagenomes were obtained by pyrosequencing fragments of the 16S 
r-RNA gene on the GS FLX system (Roche). Pyrosequencing has been widely used for genomic and metagenomic 
sequencing, because it is one of the first next generation sequencing platforms developed for the production of 
high throughput data and it can produce long reads (up to 800 bp).
PCA analysis of the dataset revealed that samples are separated in two groups according to treatment and their 
difference is significant (Mann-Whitney test p-value, Supplementary Fig. S4). Since non-centered PCA (ncPCA) 
offered a better discrimination than centered PCA (cPCA), we built the PC-corr networks using the ncPCA 
loadings of the second dimension (PC2). Nevertheless, it was not possible to build the P-value network, since the 
pairwise comparisons for each bacterium yielded no significant results after the Benjamini-Hochberg correction.
This finding represents an emblematic example of the need to complement and integrate the outcomes of 
P-value correlation networks by introducing the PC-corr method. As a matter of fact, in this very case the P-value 
network approach delivered no results, although there is clearly a difference between the two conditions being 
tested.
Figure 4 shows the networks obtained by considering two different cut-offs, that is 0.55 and 0.6. Both networks 
are represented with black and red nodes in the upper part of the figure (Fig. 4a,b), while at the bottom each 
network appears with its nodes colored according to class level (Fig. 4d,e). Red nodes are bacteria that are more 
abundant after treatment, while black nodes are bacteria that are more abundant in the samples collected before 
the treatment.
The bacteria with higher abundance in the untreated samples (black nodes) are split in two submodules which 
correlate negatively with the group of red nodes (bacteria that display higher abundance in treated samples). A 
black submodule is made of Gammaproteobacteria (lilac dashed line), represented by Enterobacteriaceae, while 
the other black submodule contains a group of Betaproteobacteria (light blue dashed line) with members from the 
Comamonadaceae (Massilia) and Oxalobacteraceae (Acidovorax) families, and a group of Alphaproteobacteria 
(violet dashed line), and also Betaproteobacteria.
Although clinical metagenomic studies usually consider the entire phylum of Proteobacteria and its overall 
abundance instead of exploring their class-level behavior, environmental studies generally analyze how the dif-
ferent classes of Proteobacteria change according to the type of habitat or environmental perturbation. In a study 
on acid mine drainage microbial diversity34 the authors found that Betaproteobacteria dominated in moderate 
pH conditions, while Alphaproteobacteria and Gammaproteobacteria had a strong preference for lower pH envi-
ronments. Class-related behavior should be investigated also in biological systems, as our network suggests there 
may well be a pH-related trend in the bacterial composition of the sub-modules. Indeed, it is the main purpose 
of PPI treatment to increase the stomach pH, and the higher pH of treated patients is known to favor the growth 
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of bacteria that usually reside in the mouth and esophagus and are not adapted to survive the normal gastric 
acidity26,35.
Interestingly, when comparing ours to Amir’s findings, the families that result to be significantly decreased 
following PPI treatment (Moraxellaceae, Flavobacteriaceae, Comamonadaceae and Methylobacteriaceae) actu-
ally belong to the black sub-module featuring the Gammaproteobacteria, that is to the group of nodes that have 
higher abundance before treatment. The Erysipelotrichaceae are instead significantly increased after PPI treat-
ment and in the PC-corr network they accordingly appear in the red sub-module, represented by the genus 
Bulleidia. Other important hubs in the red sub-module are represented by the genera Prevotella, Granulicatella, 
Oribacterium, Leptotrichia and Rothia, which belong to the gastric and oral microbiota36–39.
Taken together these results confirm that, although univariate analysis (P-value network) cannot spot any 
microbial signature, the PC-corr discriminative network method is able to explain the clear and significant 
PPI-related sample discrimination detected by multivariate analysis (PCA).
Developmental genomics. One of the key questions in developmental biology is to understand all the 
mechanisms that are responsible for tissue differentiation40. To develop a multicellular organism, cells must obvi-
ously differentiate during multiple stages to specialize for different functions.
Tissue specificity depends on spatiotemporal patterns of gene expression which in turn are driven by tran-
scriptional regulatory networks41, that means interactions in which a given transcription factor (TF) regulates 
other TFs, or itself 42. Hence, combinatorial interactions among TFs would be critical to understand tissue-specific 
expression patterns.
To identify TF interaction networks involved in tissue development, we decided to reanalyse the dataset by 
Ravasi and collaborators41, that contains quantitative (normalized) mRNA profiles of 1,983 Human TFs using 
quantitative Reverse Transcription PCR (qRT-PCR) across 32 tissues (excluding monoblasts).
Unsupervised analysis of the dataset pointed out two main different groups of tissues that were found con-
sistent with the differences among the tissues at the embryo level (Fig. 5a). In fact, PCA could separate the 
tissues derived from the ectoderm from the other tissues that arise from the endoderm and mesoderm along 
PC1, suggesting that expression differences between endoderm and mesoderm are slighter than between these 
two germ-layers and the ectoderm (for germ layer derivations, see section ‘Germ layer attribution’ in Method). 
Likewise, PC2 could not differentiate the endoderm and mesoderm-derived tissues and their overlapping is 
Figure 4. PC-corr networks at two different cut-offs. (a) The PC-corr network was constructed at cut-off 0.55 
from PC2 loadings since the discrimination of samples before and after PPI treatment was significant along 
PC2 of PCA. (b) As in (a), the PC-corr network was also constructed at cut-off 0.6 from PC2 loadings. (c) The 
PC-corr network can find interactions between the bacteria while the P-value cannot, as illustrated in the Venn 
diagram for the number of nodes. (d) PC-corr network in (a) coloured according to class-level taxonomy. 
The coloured dashed lines highlight the classes of bacteria that constitute the black submodules. (e) PC-corr 
network in (b) coloured according to class-level taxonomy. The coloured dashed lines highlight the classes of 
bacteria that constitute the black submodules.
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confirmed by the fact that, during development, endoderm patterning is controlled by a series of reciprocal inter-
actions with nearby mesoderm tissues43. However, in another study we showed that more advanced machine 
learning methods for nonlinear dimension reduction (such as minimum curvilinear embedding) could signifi-
cantly differentiate also mesoderm from endoderm, confirming the presence of a complex and nonlinear relation 
between these two germ-layers that is difficult to untangle by classical linear transformations14.
Then the PC-corr network was constructed from PC1 loadings at 0.8 cut-off level to explain the discrimi-
nation of ectodermal tissues from endodermal and mesodermal tissue (Fig. 5c), and to identify co-expressed 
TF-encoding genes (TFs) in a particular layer. In fact, the red nodes represent TFs that are highly expressed in 
ectodermal tissues, while the black ones are highly expressed in endodermal and mesodermal tissues.
Using DAVID functional annotation tool we found a significantly enriched pathway (PANTHER pathway 
P00057, p-value after Benjamini-Hochberg correction < 0.01), a Wnt signalling pathway that is crucial for embry-
onic development in all animal species44, and significantly enriched TF-encoding genes that play a specific role 
in the ectoderm development (PANTHER_BP_ALL, BP00246: ectoderm development, p-value after Benjamini- 
Hochberg correction < 0.01) (Fig. 5c).
Additionally, it is important to notice the role of GATA3, that is highly expressed in mesodermal and endoder-
mal tissues and interacts negatively with SCRT1 and the big hub NEUROD6, which are instead highly expressed 
in the ectodermal tissues. Previous studies revealed that the encoded protein by SCTR1 may promote neural 
differentiation (GeneCards database, http://www.genecards.org/), while the encoded protein by NEUROD6 may 
be involved in the development and differentiation of the nervous system (GeneCards database, http://www.
genecards.org/), that is in concordance with the fact that the ectodermal tissues come from different part of 
the nervous system. Moreover, other middle-size TF-encoded genes share the same trend like PAX6, that is a 
homeobox gene and key regulatory gene of eye and brain development45, and TBR1, a T-box gene involved in the 
differentiation and migration of neurons and is required for normal brain development46,47.
Furthermore, the PC-corr network could identify in a triangular module three TF-encoding genes (FOXG1A, 
FOXG1B, FOXG1C) present in the dataset that actually represent three old names of the same gene, FOXG148.
Comparing it to the P-value network at the same threshold (figure not shown), we note that our approach is 
able to focus on the main TFs that play an important role for the discrimination shown in Fig. 5a, whereas the 
P-value network is highly-interconnected (Fig. 5b).
Even if we cross-match the PC-corr network with the P-value network (approximately the same number of 
nodes), the P-value network (Supplementary Fig. S5) loses its connectivity and starts to break in single interac-
tions, in addition to the absence of the above mentioned NEUROD6, SCRT1 and GATA3.
Figure 5. PCA analysis of human tissues according to their embryonic origin and the corresponding 
TF PC-corr network under cut-off 0.8. (a) Linear dimensionality reduction by PCA separates the human 
tissues derived from ectoderm (red) from the other tissues that arise from endoderm and mesoderm (in black, 
represented with different symbols) along PC1. (b) For cut-off = 0.8, the PC-corr network and the P-value 
network show differences in the nodes and edges, as illustrated in the proportional Venn diagrams. All the 
nodes present in the PC-corr network are also contained in the P-value network (figure not shown), as well 
as the edges. (c) Since PC1 is the most discriminative principal component, its loadings were used (after 
normalization with heuristic function and scaling) to obtain the edge weights of the PC-corr network. Some 
discriminative modules arose from the network under cut-off 0.8. Colored dashed lined highlight enriched GO 
biological terms.
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Population genetics. Genetic diversity across human populations has been studied widely for many years 
and the field has progressed rapidly in the last few years49,50. Complex patterns of genetic variation in populations 
are the product of demographic and evolutionary events acting at different time scales, including populations 
migration, expansion, colonization, mutation, genetic drift and selection50,51.
Understanding human genetic variation is important to discover and describe the genetic contribution to 
many human diseases and understand the genetic differences within and among populations. In Asia the geo-
graphic structure of genetic variation remains enigmatic52. For this reason the HUGO Pan-Asian SNP consortium 
conducted the largest survey to date of human genetic diversity among Asians52,53.
In our analysis, we focused on the Japanese population, represented by 164 individuals who were genotyped 
at 54,794 autosomal SNPs loci.
Replacing the missing values with the mode of each SNP54 allowed to remove nonlinear perturbations and 
linearize the data, revealing the separation of the samples into two clear subgroups: Japanese from Tokyo (JP-Tk, 
including the JPT and JP-ML ethnic groups) and Japanese Ryukyuan from Okinawa (JP-RK) along the first prin-
cipal component (PC1) (Fig. 6a).
The PC-corr network was constructed at cut-off 0.8 (Fig. 6c), combining the PC1 loadings with the pairwise 
correlations between SNPs, to find the different patterns of genetic variation in these two Japanese subpopulations.
The red nodes are the SNPs with a higher frequency in the JP-RK, while the black ones have a higher frequency 
in the JP-Tk. In Fig. 6c the SNPs names are changed to the name of the gene that contains the mutation when it is 
an intron, missense or 3′ UTR variant. Otherwise, it is left unchanged.
The PC-corr network contains many single/double interactions, a few separated modules, and autocorrelating 
nodes when the SNPs map to the same gene.
It is important to note that all the modules and single/double interactions not involving SNPs mapped to 
genes, contain interacting SNPs that lie in the same region between two genes (Supplementary Fig. S6). In par-
ticular, the first red module which appears in Fig. 6c is composed of 9 SNPs belonging to the same linkage block. 
These mutations span over about 2,500 bases in chromosome 2 and exhibit a pairwise disequilibrium value D’ of 
1, coupled with Pearson correlation coefficients r2 ranging between 0,978 and 1 (calculations were made using 
the web-based service provided by the Broad Institute SNAP v. 2.2; https://www.broadinstitute.org/mpg/snap/
ldsearchpw.php). Disequilibrium and r2 values both indicate that these SNPs are in strong linkage disequilibrium, 
that is to say they co-occur on the same haplotype more often than is expected by chance and is a powerful signal 
of the population genetic processes55. This means there is a non-random association among those SNPs and they 
are inherited all together.
Moreover, the network identified phenotype-associated SNPs (checked in Ensembl variant database), includ-
ing disease-related variants (Fig. 6c). For example, the second module on the right contains black nodes (they are 
related to the JP-Tk group) corresponding to SNPs that are significantly associated to cholesterol levels and lipo-
proteins. Other black SNPs also mapping to genes (NAA25, ECTD4; bottom right) were significantly associated 
to the same phenotypes, as well as to mortality and platelet aggregation.
SNPs rs10509225 and rs341295 too are associated to cholesterol, lipoproteins and disease state, while associ-
ation to stroke and neuroblastoma was shown by two SNPs related respectively to WDR2 and MAMDC2 genes.
Interestingly, some SNPs were instead associated to two phenotype traits, that are height (JP-Tk group), and 
hip (JP-RK group). In fact, height is a trait that distinguishes the two sub-populations, since the Okinawans are 
shorter in average than mainland Japanese people56. In addition, Okinawans have about 20% fewer hip fractures 
than mainland Japanese do57.
The Japanese began to lose significantly more calcium from their bones than the Okinawans, suggesting 
the Okinawans preserve their bone density at healthy levels for longer periods of time than the other Japanese, 
due to protective lifestyle factors (high calcium intake in the food and water, high vitamin D from sun expo-
sure, increased physical activities at older ages, high intake of dietary flavonoids from plant food) (Okinawa 
Centenarian Study, http://www.okicent.org/study.html).
All in all, the PC-corr network findings confirm that cholesterol levels and lipoproteins affect the JP-Tk pop-
ulation. Indeed, the Okinawan population, characterized by a shorter height than most Japanese, includes the 
largest proportion of centenarians58, who were found to have impressively young, clean arteries, low cholesterol, 
and low homocysteine levels when compared to Westerners (Okinawa Centenarian Study, http://www.okicent.
org/study.html) and less prevalent cardiovascular disease risk factors (such as hypertension, diabetes, hypercho-
lesterolemia and smoking) than most populations58–60. These factors help reduce their risk for coronary heart dis-
ease by up to 80% and keep stroke levels low (Okinawa Centenarian Study, http://www.okicent.org/study.html). 
This longest life expectancy was associated to “human longevity genes61”, like APOE and FOXO3 genes58,62,63, and 
lifestyle factors58, i.e. reduced energy intake, different composition of diet whose characteristics are low levels of 
saturated fat, high antioxidant intake, and low glycemic load64, level of physical activity and philosophy of life65,66.
However, we compared our approach to the P-value network at the same high cut-off (figure not shown), and 
the latter has many more SNPs and interactions between SNPs (Fig. 6b), and does not focus on the significant 
discriminative SNPs. Also, some SNPs of the PC-corr network are missing (indicated in the box of Fig. 6b by 
their corresponding accepting genes), like MAMDC2, SMC5, NAA25, HECTD4. Similarly, cross-matching the 
PC-corr network with the P-value network of approximately the same number of nodes (Supplementary Fig. S7) 
revealed that the P-value network cannot catch the SNPs that are significantly associated to hip, cholesterol, lipo-
proteins and disease.
Carcinoma cell-wide promoteromic dataset. Here, we decided to focus our attention on Carcinoma67: 
an important and frequently occurring type of cancer that arises from epithelial cells originating from the 
ectoderm or the endoderm68. It can be classified into two broadly differentiated classes: small-cell (SCC) and 
non-small cell carcinoma (NSCC). The latter can be subdivided into many other subtypes, being adenocarcinoma 
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(ADC) and squamous-cell carcinoma (SqCC) the ones with the highest incidence. In particular, SCC is char-
acterized by small undifferentiated cells with a big nucleus and almost no cytoplasm. This type of carcinoma is 
highly aggressive and, in spite of its initial positive response to chemo and radiotherapy, it is recurrent and poorly 
prognosed69,70. SqCC is a type of cancer that begins in the squamous cells, which are a kind of epithelial cells, and 
can occur in a variety of tissues throughout the body, although it most often develops in sun-exposed areas71.
The dataset to which we had access is a unique source of information because it is based on a particular type of 
sequencing called Cap analysis of gene expression (CAGE)72. CAGE is the method for genome-wide identification 
Figure 6. Genetic structure of the Japanese population based on autosomal SNP genotyping. (a) PCA 
discriminated the Japanese population into Tokyotas (JP-Tk) and Okinawans (JP-RK). (b) For cut-off = 0.8, 
the SNP difference between the PC-corr and P-value networks in the nodes and edges is illustrated by the 
proportional Venn diagrams. Some SNPs are only present in the PC-corr network, like the ones indicated by 
the genes that contain the mutation (box on the right). Some interactions among the SNPs are also missing in 
the P-value network. (c) As shown in (a), PCA detects the difference between JP-Tk and JP-RK along PC1, thus 
its loadings are employed for the construction of SNP PC-corr network. The SNP name (rs#, in white colour) 
is changed to the name of the gene that contains the mutation when it is an intron, missense or 3′ UTR variant. 
Otherwise, it is left unchanged. Some SNPs were significantly associated to phenotypes (green circles and text).
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of transcription start sites (TSSs) adopted by the Functional Annotation of the Mammalian Genome (FANTOM) 
consortium, and it is the first technology developed to profile the activity of gene transcription at each promoter 
site. In particular it concurrently identifies the TSS and from these their promoters, and determines the expres-
sion level at each promoter, thus allowing the identification of regulatory elements73. The gene expression data 
we analysed in this work were generated in the FANTOM5 project74. In this huge project thousands of mouse 
and human samples from different cell lines were sequenced using CAGE72 with the final aim of understanding 
transcriptional regulation of gene expression and annotating its promoterome74. In our analysis we focused on 
human small-cell and squamous-cell carcinoma-derived cell line samples (respectively 7 and 9 samples), since 
these two types of cancers have the poorest prognosis according to latest research75,76. These samples have 184,827 
‘robust’ CAGE peaks which were obtained by decomposition-based peak identification (DPI)74.The peaks without 
explicit gene annotations were removed and we ended with a total of 71,189 gene features in the dataset. Then, 
performing dimensional reduction by PCA, we found that SqCC and SCC are clearly separated along the first 
Figure 7. PCA separation of squamous cell carcinoma and small cell carcinoma, and the corresponding 
discriminative gene network using PC-corr under cut-off 0.8. (a) PCA separation of squamous cell carcinoma 
and small cell carcinoma. (b) For cut-off = 0.8, the PC-corr network and the P-value network show differences 
in the nodes and edges, as illustrated in the proportional Venn diagrams. Some transcripts are only present in 
the PC-corr network, like TP63. Some interactions too are missing in the P-value network. (c) Gene network 
produced using PC-corr algorithm, where the TF encoding genes have a green border. Black nodes are highly 
expressed genes in SqCC - black samples in PCA plot, panel (a) - and red nodes are highly expressed genes in 
SCC - red samples in PCA plot, panel (a). Genes with a number between brackets denote different CAGE peaks, 
which potentially indicate different transcripts of that gene. Coloured dashed ellipses highlight enriched GO 
biological terms.
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principal component (PC1) regardless of the tissue the carcinoma lies in (Fig. 7a). This component was used to 
build the PC-corr network, and find the different patterns of gene expression in these two kinds of carcinoma.
In the network at 0.8 cut-off (Fig. 7c), most of the genes (the black nodes) are highly expressed in SqCC 
samples, while the remaining genes (the red nodes) are highly expressed in SCC samples, and some of them are 
transcription factors (TFs, highlighted in green). The EGFR is highly expressed in SqCC, which actually is one 
of the main targets of SqCC treatment77,78. We can see that most of the genes that are up-regulated in SCC are 
markers of neuroendocrine differentiation, for example, VGF77,78, SYP79, CHGB80, INSM181,82, while HMP19, 
TUBB2B, CACNA2D4 and GNB3 are highly expressed in neuroendocrine tissues (GeneCards database, http://
www.genecards.org/). In contrast, many of the up-regulated genes in SqCC are transmembrane proteins in the 
plasma membrane, which are responsible for the way the cell interacts with the extracellular matrix, and could 
play a role in the different migration behavior of both carcinoma subtypes.
With the aid of DAVID83,84 for functional annotation, we found a group of enriched genes that are anno-
tated as regulating cell proliferation (biological process, GO:0042127, p-value after Benjamini-Hochberg cor-
rection < 0.05). We also found two more groups of enriched genes, annotated as cell junction (cell component, 
GO:0030054) and plasma membrane (cell component, GO:0005886), and a protein family characterized as gly-
coprotein (p-values after Benjamini-Hochberg correction < 0.05). These enriched genes were shown to be highly 
correlated with cancer progression85,86, together with the genes that regulate cell proliferation. Furthermore, the 
TF-encoding gene TP63 is highly expressed in SqCC, while the TF-encoding gene INSM1 is highly expressed 
in SCC (Fig. 7c), which is confirmed by previous studies82,87. In literature INSM1 is expressed predominantly 
in small cell lung carcinoma and is highly expressed in tumors of neuroendocrine origin82. We further investi-
gated the target genes of each TF, to verify whether they interacted in the network with their corresponding TF. 
Interestingly, TUBB2B and KLK11 are the target genes of TP63, more specifically, TP63 activates KLK11 and 
represses TUBB2B88. Moreover, TP63 and CSTA play an important role in epithelial tissue maintenance and 
development, and they are markers of squamous differentiation89–91. We know that GATA6 is a TF particular 
important in mammalian cell differentiation and molecular programs that mediate normal cell differentiation 
are required for oncogenesis and tumor cell survival in certain cancers92. Interestingly, GATA6 emerges as an 
important hub at the centre of our PC-corr network and it is highly expressed in SCC, hence we speculate that its 
role can represent a new finding suggested by the PC-corr method for the identification of key factors that explain 
the strong malignancy of SCC. Our hypothesis seems also supported by the current literature93 on the GATA6 
oncogenic properties. Indeed GATA6, which we found to be overexpressed in small cell carcinoma cell lines, is 
also frequently amplified or overexpressed in gastric, esophageal and pancreatic tumor cell lines93 that are very 
aggressive types of cancer.
In general, the PC-corr network provides valuable information in terms of clear expression patterns and func-
tional discriminative modules identification. Instead, the P-value network at the same cut-off (figure not shown) 
contains too much information and is extremely difficult to investigate, due to the presence of a large amount of 
nodes and edges (see Venn diagrams in Fig. 7b), and TP63 is absent and consequently its TF module.
However, we compared the P-value and PC-corr networks at cut-offs that allow having approximately the 
same number of nodes, and we observed that the P-value network (Supplementary Fig. S8) is mainly character-
ized by single and double interactions, thus losing its module interconnectivity. Moreover, it doesn’t contain CST 
and the genes related to neuroendocrine differentiation (excluded INSM1), in addition to TP63 and its targeting 
gene TUBB2B. Therefore, this dataset is an instance where our approach performs better in finding discriminative 
genes and functional modules. Finally, the PC-corr method in this application showed the power to reverse engi-
neering discriminative network modules, which are clearly functional related, and that represent potential refer-
ence for defining new combinatorial network-based multigene markers for carcinoma subtypes categorization.
Cancer stem cell mechanomics. The regenerative properties of tumors are mainly accounted by can-
cer stem cells (CSCs), which manifest as recurrence and metastasis. CSCs appear to have multiple growth 
options, which allow them to adopt different states and, subsequently, contribute to their ability to evade therapy. 
Therefore, it is crucial to concurrently characterize the molecular and mechanical differences of CSCs under dif-
ferent culture conditions, as a strategy towards precision medicine. As a matter of fact, patient-derived primary 
cell cultures can represent a reliable benchmark for in vitro testing of tailored-to-patient targeted therapies.
Here, cancer stem cell lines derived from the same patients with glioblastoma multiforme were cultured in 
three different states (FGFJI, EGF and Serum) with the aim to maintain them in different signal transduction 
states94. The dataset consists of 9 samples for each cell culture condition for a total of 27, and nearly 40.000 genes 
whose expression was assessed by means of genome-wide RNA-seq.
Then PCA analysis was performed and, as shown in suppl. Fig. S9, the three culture conditions were patently 
distanced from each other along the PC1. Notably, the Serum group (red circles in Fig. S9) is less homogeneous 
(more unstable conditions) than the two others. To investigate the cause of the discrimination from the systems 
molecular point of view and detect discriminative network modules related with the PC1, we applied the PC-corr 
method. Figure 8a shows the PC-corr network (cut-off 0.65), where the red genes are highly expressed in Serum, 
while the gradient from grey to black indicates genes highly expressed in EGF and FGFJI.
To validate the biological reliability of the gene network modules emerged from the PC-corr analysis, we per-
formed functional annotation analysis (DAVID functional annotation tool, p-value after Benjamini correction 
< 0.05 to detect significant categories) of the genes involved in the modules. The result of this validation was the 
identification of significantly enriched genes in GO terms and in three KEGG pathways: oxidative phospho-
rylation, glycolysis/gluconeogenesis and focal adhesion that is known to be associated with cell mechanics. In 
addition, many cell mechanics enriched genes related with cytoskeleton activity were present (genes labels with 
yellow triangles in Fig. 8a).
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Inspired by the enrichment of the inferred discriminative module for cell mechanics related genes, the mor-
phological variations of the cells under mechanical stress were also measured by means of real-time deformation 
cytometry (RT-DC) technique95. The cells elastic moduli were calculated and in Fig. 8b we investigated the level of 
linear (Pearson) correlation of PC1 (representing the dimension of discrimination that generated the discrimina-
tive network modules) and elastic modulus of the cells (representing cell mechanic changes). Since the mechan-
ical assessment was not done for all the biological replicates and to have generalized indicators, we plotted the 
PC1 score (x-axis) and elastic modulus (y-axis) as average values (+ /− standard error) of all the samples for each 
culture condition. The same operation was repeated separately for each of the three culture conditions, hence we 
got three average indicators with standard errors in the Fig. 8b. The final values were z-score-transformed to have 
a scale-invariant representation. The high correlation (0.99 with p-value = 0.05) demonstrates that the network 
we extracted accounts well for the cell morpho-mechanics variations, and we suggest that in future experiments it 
could be proven (by gene silencing or overexpression) to which extent the detected network modules participate 
to determine the mechanical differences of these cells in the three culture conditions.
Figure 8. Cancer stem cells gene expression pattern and correlation with cell mechanics. (a) PC-corr gene 
network constructed using cut-off 0.65. The three looped-dashed lines indicate three significant pathways, 
while yellow different symbols highlight the enriched genes classified as GO terms. (b) Linear regression plot 
of z-score of PC1 and z-score of elastic modulus for each cell culture condition. Each point represent the PC1-
score-average vs the elastic-modulus-average of all the samples in the given cell culture condition. The standard 
error for each computed average is reported as an error bar. (c) For cut-off = 0.65, the gene difference between 
the PC-corr and P-value networks in the nodes and edges are illustrated in the proportional Venn diagrams. 
Some genes are only present in the PC-corr network, like the genes reported in the box on the left. Only 10 gene 
interactions present in the PC-corr are present in the P-value network too.
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In addition, the comparison (using the same cut-off value for both the methods) of the P-value (figure not 
shown) and PC-corr networks was performed, and the node and edge Venn diagrams show that the P-value net-
work cannot catch two genes (SPARC and VIM) involved in cell motion and extracellular matrix and three genes 
(MT-CO2, MT-CYB, MT-ND1) of the oxidative phosphorylation pathway (Fig. 8c). On the other hand, although 
the P-value network is large (11,287 nodes) and highly interconnected (983,509 interactions), it cannot catch 
almost all the gene interactions present in the PC-corr network. However, if we cross-match the PC-corr network 
versus a P-value network with a comparable number of genes (only the first 38 genes with the highest p-value 
selected), the P-value network loses interconnectivity due to a majority of single interactions between couple of 
genes (Fig. S10). Taken together these results obtained in cancer systems mechanomics show how the PC-corr 
method can help to unveil molecular discriminative modules that set a connection across different scales in the 
cell: form the underlying molecular interactions to the macroscopic mechanical phenotypes.
Discussion
Networks are the method of choice to explore the interactions among several kinds of features (genes, bacteria, 
metabolites, etc.). Here we proposed a new approach for network inference that merges the commonly used 
correlation-based association of the features with an unsupervised multivariate analysis, i.e. PCA. Exploiting an 
unsupervised approach allowed to discover hidden patterns in the data without any a priori information on the 
samples, or to provide an unbiased and unsupervised confirmation of the groups’ differences. Hence, we proposed 
to clarify the groups’ differences visualized by PCA by means of the PC-corr network inference and the analysis 
of the functional modules emerging from the PC-corr network structure.
Considering different datasets should be regarded as a point of strength in a study that is addressed to the large 
community of omic science. We believe that, in order to test how a new approach performs on real omic data, we 
have to verify its outcome in different fields. Therefore, each section of this study was dedicated to a different omic 
dataset, and we opted to compare the P-value and PC-corr networks. For the lipidomics dataset, we compared 
them also to the P-value Mutual Information (MI) network, that appeared highly broken (nonlinear measures 
are more difficult to be inferred in case of small sample datasets) and characterized by single/double interactions 
(Fig. 3c), already spotted by the P-value network (Fig. 3d). Since for the first analysed dataset the MI-based infer-
ence method did not work in identifying intra-connected or inter-connected lipid sub-modules/modules like in 
the PC-corr and P-value networks (Fig. 3a,b), we continued comparing the P-value and PC-corr approaches, in 
relation to the systems biology evidences achieved by the methods’ results in multiple datasets.
We adopted this evidence-based approach on multiple real datasets because unfortunately, to the best of our 
knowledge, at the state-of-the-art there are not available theoretical models able to simulate different types of 
artificial omic datasets generated by different technologies. This could be a very interesting project for another 
study by itself, but it is off topic for this article. Different technological platforms are used to generate omics data-
sets from different fields (for instance shotgun mass spectrometry for lipidomics, next generation sequencing 
for metagenomics and SNP data, etc.) and it was crucial to verify if our approach can give meaningful biological 
results in all these different fields. Finally, the goal of the article is also to represent a point of reference for biol-
ogists that want to find a clear example of how to complement their P-value correlation network analysis. We 
suggest a multivariate method that can extend the PCA sample visualization they frequently adopt, and for which 
they want to gain a meaningful explanation from the omic feature perspective. We really hope that biologists, 
interested in fast and easily interpretable methods that clarify the functional omic modules to associate to their 
PCA sample separation, could use our approach. For example, in the population genetics dataset, PCA could 
reveal a substructure in the Japanese population that was in reality split in the Tokyotas and Okinawans. It is 
this ability of PCA to spot the features that play a major role in the discrimination of the samples in the reduced 
two-dimensional (2D) space (which are responsible for the discrimination in the data) that was transferred in 
the network structure (PC-corr) and combined with the Pearson correlation-based interactions. Thus, in the 
PC-corr network, the undirected graph displays edges that account for two levels of meaning, discrimination and 
correlation, while the nodes represent the features that cause the separation of the samples. This is why we have 
called it discriminative correlation network, that was proven by LOOCV to be a robust approach because of its 
unsupervised nature.
Our goal was to test how our discriminative network approach would perform on different omic datasets, 
ranging from lipidomics, to transcriptomics, to metagenomics and genomics. We found modules that can have 
a biological explanation. Some of them could be expected in the light of the hypothesis that was being tested: in 
the lipidomic dataset, for example, most of the lipid species are arranged in modules according to their lipid class, 
and each module presents a specific range in the number of carbon atoms in the fatty acid chains. In some cases 
modules can be unexpected and become a starting point for new insights, and therefore be a support for decision 
making in designing new experiments or addressing pilot studies.
The PC-corr networks were always compared to P-value networks. The first strategical difference lies in the 
way features are selected: while the PC-corr adopts a multivariate approach, i.e. it uses a combination of features 
that are responsible for the sample discrimination, in the P-value network the discriminating features are singly 
selected (one by one) with each Mann-Whitney test (followed by Benjamini-Hochberg procedure). The sec-
ond strategical difference lies in the generation of the correlation weights in the network. PC-corr combines in 
parallel and at the same time in a unique formula the discrimination power of the PC-loadings and the associa-
tion power of the Pearson correlation, directly providing in output discriminative omic associations. These are 
generated using a robust (because we use as merging factor the minimum operator, which is a very penalizing 
operator) mathematical trade-off between two important factors: multivariate discriminative significance and 
correlation association. In addition, as mentioned above, the minimum operator works as an AND logical gate 
in a digital circuit, therefore in order to have a high link weight in the PC-corr network, both the discrimination 
(the PC-loadings) and the association (the Pearson correlations) of the nodes adjacent to the link should be 
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simultaneously high. Instead, the P-value procedure begins with the pre-selection of the significant omic features 
and, only in a second separated step, computes the associations between these features. Therefore, in P-value 
networks, the interaction weights are the result neither of multivariate discriminative significance, nor of a dis-
crimination/association interplay. Considering the different rationale behind these two approaches, we consider 
them complementary. Sometimes the PC-corr network was able to achieve results when the P-value network was 
not, like in the carcinoma cell-wide promoteromic dataset. There we discovered a known TF module, that was 
absent in the other network. Interestingly in the metagenomic example, the pairwise statistical test performed 
on each bacterium (univariate statistics) gave no significant results, therefore the P-value network by definition 
did not exist. On the contrary, and surprisingly, a well-defined PC-corr network emerged from the same data. 
The reason lies also in the ‘multivariate core’ of the PCA that was able to extract a collection of features, which 
linearly combined all together in the PC2. This discriminative set of feature associations spotted significant differ-
ences between the samples before and after PPI treatment. In this case too, like in the lipidomic dataset, we could 
identify some sub-modules where the nodes (here bacteria) belonged to the same class. Likewise the P-value 
network sometimes can highlight groups of interacting features that are missing in the PC-corr network, as in the 
case of the lipids GD1, GD3, GM2, GT1 (Fig. 2f). Interestingly, across the different case studies, in some of them 
PC-corr networks include much more nodes, in others, P-value networks includes much more nodes. The factor 
that influences this difference lies in the different methods (univariate against multivariate) that are used to build 
the correlation networks. In addition, the P-value networks consider the features that are significantly different 
after Benjamini correction. This multiple hypothesis adjustment depends from the number of features and is an 
additional factor that generates instability in the number of selected nodes appearing in the P-value networks.
As a strategy to mine the network structure, the operator can display the different PC-corr network modules 
emerging for different cut-offs and adopt the network representations that better fit the needs and the aim of his/
her biological questions. However, like for P-value network thresholding, there is not a general rule to choose the 
optimal cut-off. For instance, choosing a lower threshold (= 0.5) offers a general overview of the discriminative 
(native) network organization, while a high cut-off (> 0.6) allows a better resolution of the discriminative network 
functional modules. That is to say a focus on the most discriminative associations of features that act as main 
factors in the generation of the different states of the system under analysis.
The PC-corr network is pruned at a threshold that is specifically informative of the biomedical concept behind 
the network organization. This is both a weakness and a strength: on one hand, we do not have an impartial crite-
rion for cut-off selection, on the other hand this is the starting point for the development of a new tool. As a mat-
ter of fact, the next stage will be to use this tuning parameter (the cut-off) to infer the hierarchy of the modules in 
the network structure, that is exploring how modules rearrange and/or disaggregate and/or disappear at different 
cut-offs, following a strategy very similar to percolation analysis in complex network theory. Finally, our data-
sets did not demonstrate particular problems with sample outliers and in general the pre-processing, using data 
normalization, can significantly help to reduce the impact of outliers on the PCA projection. However, a future 
interesting development could be also to consider the option to adopt robust PCA96 instead of standard PCA.
The core advantage of our algorithm is to be the first and innovative tool to provide a multivariate-discriminative 
correlation network associated to PCA analysis. Nowadays, there are many algorithms tailored to reverse engi-
neer a functional network from genomic data but not for omics data in general such as PC-corr does. Network 
reconstruction techniques can be generally divided into two broad classes: biological knowledge-driven (such as 
STRING97,98) or data-driven (such as the above-mentioned minet99, which for instance can be applied to expression 
data). However, both these methods only focus on the features’ interactions, neglecting their role in discriminating 
two or multiple conditions, for instance control versus disease samples in case-control studies. The P-value network 
approach illustrated in the paper can be used to address this question by building correlation networks between 
significant features, but it lacks the multivariate selection of discriminating features and, from the results shown in 
this paper, proved to miss interesting functional modules pointed by PC-corr. In contrast, our proposed approach 
integrates the discriminative significance of the commonly applied multivariate analysis named PCA with the widely 
used correlation association by Pearson correlation, to make PC-corr unique in inferring multivariate-discriminative 
correlation networks. As a result, the obtained network can be of great aid for the user to enlighten the most dis-
criminative and functionally relevant features’ associations, linked to the PCA discrimination of groups of samples. 
Its main disadvantage is that it only investigates the features’ linear relationships (associations) and neglects the 
discovery of non-linear relationships between the features. We are currently designing a new algorithm that should 
overcome this limitation by decoupling linear and nonlinear discriminative associations.
In conclusion, the PC-corr approach results particularly useful for small datasets or pilot studies, where super-
vised approaches are unfeasible. It proposes to shift the strategy of analysis from the univariate selection of single 
discriminative features and their correlation, to the multivariate identification of discriminative and collective 
associations between omic features. PC-corr can thus represent a new tool for the definition of combinatorial and 
multiscale biomarkers in precision medicine100 and for the investigation of complex omic data in systems bio-
medicine. For instance, in a mechanomic pilot study composed of a small sample-size dataset, PC-corr allowed to 
detect important functional modules of genes directly correlated to variations of the elastic moduli of cancer cells. 
This result associates functional modules that emerge at the molecular systems biology micro-scale-level with the 
cellular mechanic properties that arise at phenotypical meso-scale-level, and represents a significant innovation 
in computational multiscale systems biology. Likewise, given its machine-learning based computational layout, 
PC-corr is a general inference-based approach that can be easily adopted for big data exploration in computer 
science and analysis of complex systems in physics.
Methods
Dataset Description. Lipidomics. The lipidomic dataset contains absolute (molar) concentrations of 281 
lipid species from 27 major lipid classes in the human plasma samples of 36 male, and 35 female healthy young 
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Caucasians, together with their clinical parameters. In addition, information reflecting the use of hormonal con-
traceptives to the female cohort was provided: the female-contraceptive cohort comprises 19 females22.
Lipid identification and quantification was acquired by shotgun lipidomics and liquid chromatography tan-
dem mass spectrometry (LC-MS/MS)22.
Metagenomics. The metagenomic dataset was generated by Amir and colleagues29, and is public and available 
in the MG RAST database (http://metagenomics.anl.gov/linkin.cgi?project= 5732). It comprises eight patients, 
whose gastric fluid was sampled at two different time points, that is before PPI treatment, and after eight weeks 
of PPI treatment, for a total of 16 samples. Metagenomes were obtained by pyrosequencing fragments of the 16S 
r-RNA gene on the GS FLX system (Roche). Then the data were processed, replicating the bioinformatics work-
flow followed by Amir and colleagues29 in order to obtain the matrix of the bacterial absolute abundance.
Sequence reads were analysed with the pipeline QIIME Quantitative Insights into Microbial Ecology v. 1.6.0101 
using default parameters: sequences were removed if shorter than 200 nt, if they contained ambiguous bases or 
uncorrectable barcodes, or if the primer was missing. Operational Taxonomic Units (OTUs), that is clusters of 
sequences showing a pairwise similarity no lesser than 97%, were identified using the UCLUST algorithm (http://
www.drive5.com/usearch/). The most abundant sequence in each cluster was chosen as the representative of its 
OTU, and this representative set of sequences was then used for taxonomy assignment by means of the Bayesian 
Ribosomal Database Project classifier102 and aligned with PyNAST103. Chimeras, that is PCR artifacts, were iden-
tified using ChimeraSlayer104 and removed.
The Greengenes database, which was used for the annotation of the reads, additionally identifies groups of 
bacteria that are supported by whole genome phylogeny, but are not yet officially recognized by the Bergeys tax-
onomy, which is the reference taxonomy, and is based on physiochemical and morphological traits. This results in 
a special annotation for some taxa, like Prevotella (Fig. 3), that thus appears both with the general annotation, that 
is Prevotella, and with the special annotation, that is between square brackets, [Prevotella].
Developmental genomics. The developmental genomic dataset contains quantitative (normalized) mRNA pro-
files of all Human TFs using quantitative Reverse Transcription PCR (qRT-PCR) across 32 tissues (excluding 
monocyte cell lines)105. In PCA, the tissues were labelled according to the predominant germ layer they derive 
from (as explained in the Germ layer attribution section): ectoderm, mesoderm or endoderm.
Population genetics. The genotype data used in this paper was taken from the Pan-Asian SNP Consortium 
Database (PanSNPdb), comprising 75 populations (71 Pan-Asian and 4 from the HapMap Project) with 1,928 
individuals and 54,794 SNPs on autosomal chromosomes52,53. We focused on the Japanese population, that com-
prises 164 individuals from two sub-populations: 115 individuals from Tokyo (the JPT and JP-ML ethnic groups) 
indicated with JP-Tk, and 49 Japanese Ryukyuan from Okinawa (the JP-RK ethnic group)54. Each individual was 
analysed using a set of 54,794 autosomal SNPs. SNPs data were converted to a matrix by recoding genotypes as 
follows: 0 for homozygous wild-types, 1 for heterozygotes, 2 for homozygous variant types and 3 for missing 
values.
Missing values were replaced in each of the 54,794 SNP by the mode of each specific SNP, as previously done 
in ref. 52, since the proportion of missing values was small with respect to the data size (0.73%)54,106.
Carcinoma cell-wide promoteromic dataset. The complete expression dataset was downloaded from the repos-
itory of the FANTOM5 project (download date: 6 October 2014). FANTOM5 carried out the Cap analysis of 
gene expression (CAGE) across 975 human and 399 mouse samples, including primary cells, tissues and cell 
lines, using single-molecule sequencing74. CAGE is a high throughput molecular biology sequencing technique 
that measures RNA expression by sequencing small fragments or tags of about 27 nucleotides of the 5′ end of 
capped RNA molecules72. In our analysis, we focused on human small-cell and squamous-cell carcinoma-derived 
cell line samples (respectively 7 and 9 samples), with 184,827 ‘robust’ CAGE peaks which were obtained by 
decomposition-based peak identification (DPI). Only 131,950 of these peaks were expressed in at least one 
of these 16 carcinoma samples. By removing the peaks without explicit gene annotations, 71,189 peaks were 
obtained, corresponding to 22,224 known genes since multiple CAGE peaks point to one gene. Our PCA and the 
subsequent network construction were carried out on these 71,189 different CAGE peaks, focusing on human 
small-cell and squamous-cell carcinoma-derived cell lines (7 and 9 samples respectively).
Cancer stem cell mechanomics. Three different cancer stem cell lines from three patients with glioblastoma mul-
tiforme were cultured in three different states (FGFJI, EGF and Serum)93, each characterized by different levels 
of STAT3 phosphorylation and Hes3 expression. The cell lines were previously established from acutely resected 
human tumor tissues and all human tissues were obtained during surgical resections from patients with newly 
diagnosed or recurrent tumors. After cell culture in the three states, genome-wide RNA-seq was performed for 
each cell line of every culture state with triple replicate (totally 27 samples) on an Illumina HiSeq 2500, resulting 
in 40,001 sequenced genes. Normalization of the raw read counts of each gene was based on the library size. 
Real-time deformability cytometry (RT-DC)94 experiments were also performed for each cell line. RT-DC allows 
for continuous mechanical characterization of cells and the cell’s elastic modulus was calculated applying an ana-
lytical model assuming the cell as a linear elastic object95.
Construction of discriminative correlation networks based on the PC-corr formula. In order to find discriminative 
network modules in high-dimensional datasets based on an unsupervised analysis, we developed a data-driven 
method to construct correlation networks according to a prior Principal Component Analysis (PCA)13,107, that 
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reveals which features are responsible for the discrimination of two or multiple conditions. This easy and fast 
method, explained in Figure 1 (algorithm shown in Supplementary Table S1), infers discriminative linear associ-
ations between features and can underline discriminative network modules applying different thresholds to the 
network interactions.
Unsupervised analysis by PCA and processing of the loadings for the PC-corr network. Since this new approach is a 
merging of PCA analysis and correlation network, the first step for the network construction consists in performing 
PCA (centred or non-centred) for dimensionality reduction, after normalizing the dataset, to discover samples’ 
linear relationships hidden in the multidimensional space. In PCA, the dataset is transformed into a new coordinate 
system through an orthogonal linear transformation and can be visualized in the two-dimensional space, where the 
first dimension (Principal component 1 or PC1) and the second dimension (Principal component 2 or PC2) are 
linear combinations of the original features with a certain weight or loading for each feature13,107.
PCA can unsupervisedly detect two (or more) distinct groups of samples and, after assigning the labels, such 
grouping can coincide with the different conditions (for example control and disease samples). In some cases, the 
distinct cohorts are clearly separated along PC1 or PC2 (PCn) while, when there is no clear separation, a pairwise 
non-parametric test like Mann-Whitney can be performed for both dimensions, to assess whether there is a sig-
nificant discrimination.
Briefly, if the separation into two or more groups is significant along a PCn, or PCA can clearly reveal their 
presence, we extract the loadings from the most discriminative dimension for the construction of the network. 
Since the discriminative correlation network couples a preliminary analysis by PCA with the correlation between 
features to explore discriminative feature modules, it was named the PC-corr network.
The PCn loadings should be pre-processed with a procedure so that their distribution can be comparable with 
the Pearson correlation coefficients of the features. The issue is not trivially solved by scaling the loadings in the 
interval [− 1,1]. Therefore, we investigated this by experimentally using the data from the different datasets to 
which the algorithm was applied. Since in omics science we have high-dimensional datasets, we found that the 
pairwise Pearson correlation coefficients of the features are approximately normal in distribution. For instance, 
with only 100 features we already have 4,950 pairwise correlations, and for the law of large numbers we noticed 
that the related distribution has a negligible skewness and is well spread in the interval [− 1,1]. On the other hand, 
we noticed that the distribution of the PC loadings was varying significantly across the datasets as well as the 
related skewness. In addition, since the sum of the squared loadings of a PC is equal to one, the original PC load-
ing values are not scaled between [− 1,1]. This distribution diversity is relevant because these two factors (loadings 
and Pearson correlation) are combined using a minimum operator and, depending on how these two factors are 
distributed over the interval, one might have a stronger influence when combining them. Here, we discuss the 
different solutions that we explored:
1. We tried to normalize both the PC loadings and the pairwise correlations using the z-score function. The 
goal was to center both the distributions around their mean value and to scale them in the same range of 
variance. This strategy did not work because it did not stabilize the high skewness variability of the PC 
loadings distribution across different datasets.
2. We applied Box-Cox transformation to the PC-loadings, followed by their scaling in the interval [− 1,1]. 
The Box-Cox transforms non-normally distributed data to a set of data that has approximately normal 
distribution. The Box-Cox transformation is a family of power transformations. This strategy did not gain 
stable results: on some datasets working fine and on others giving unsatisfactory performance.
3. We tried to apply a quantile-normalization-like function to force the two distributions to be identical. In 
addition, we also considered to use bootstrapping in order to normalize the theoretical bootstrapping-ad-
justed distribution and improve the accuracy in the normalization. This strategy was effective but it re-
quired some tricks to adjust the size of the loadings and Pearson correlation vectors that were originally of 
different length. The issue was solved using a nonparametric Kernel smoothing function for the estimation 
of the theoretical distributions (as we mentioned above we tried using also bootstrapping) and applying the 
quantile normalization to the inferred distribution. The problem of this strategy was the computational cost 
that for large datasets with many features was overwhelming in comparison to the expected performance.
4. We designed a heuristic function, inspired to a lognormal function, to normalize the original PC loading 
values with the aim to reduce their skewness, approximate and force their distribution towards normality, 
stabilize their variance. Then we applied a second function for scaling the values in the entire interval [− 1,1]. 
This was very effective, we gained results similar to the strategy of point 3 above with the advantage of a signif-
icantly reduced computational cost and time.
All these tests were done at the beginning of the project and took around two months of investigations.
The heuristic function discussed at point 4 above is:
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where V represents the vector of all loadings with the i-th element V(i), corresponding to the i-th feature, and 
V*(i) is the normalized loading of the i-th feature. Precisely, | |Vmean( ) is the average of all the absolute loadings’ 
values. This is a lognormal inspired function with the introduction of a scaling factor that is automatically tuned 
using the Vmean( ).
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Secondly, we need to scale all the normalized loadings to distribute the new loadings Vnew on the interval 
[− 1,1], as follows:
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where = ∗x V  (the vector containing all the absolute values of the normalized loadings).
Construction of the PC-corr network. In the PC-corr network, the edge’s weight is based not only on the Pearson 
correlation coefficient between two features, like in co-expression networks, but also on the PCA loadings of the 
two interacting features in order to search for discriminative correlations. However, its sign rather reflects the 
positive or negative correlation between two features.
Hence, for two given nodes i and j we calculated their edge value as
_ = | | | | | |⁎PC corr sign c min V i V j c( ) ( ( ) , ( ) , ) (3)i j i j new new i j, , ,
where ci,j is the Pearson correlation coefficient of features i and j and V i V j( ), ( )new new  are the normalized and 
scaled loadings of features i and j respectively.
Thence, we impose a cut-off between 0 and 1 (usually larger or equal to 0.5) to select the edges that have 
| _ | >PC corr cutoffi j, , and construct a weighted adjacency matrix after removing all single nodes (without inter-
actions). Note that the cut-off is selected by the operator in relation to his/her needs to explore the network struc-
ture and organization at different levels.
With regard to the network’s nodes, each one represents a feature and is associated to a value, its correspond-
ing processed loading Vnew that can be negative or positive and be associated to a node colour. Lastly, the method 
outputs two tables that are required to visualize the network: the network table with the PC-corr values for the 
edges’ attributes, and a loadings’ and colour table associated to the nodes. Then the resulting network, thus com-
posed by discriminative multifactor feature modules that were derived from PCA, can be displayed by a default 
visualization tool, or by an open source platform such as Cytoscape (http://www.cytoscape.org/)108,109 that was 
used for this study.
In the network representation, the size of each node is proportional to the degree, i.e. to the number of its 
interactions with other nodes. Nodes’ colours range from black or red to white, with a gradient depending on the 
loading’s weight. The node colour recalls the colours used in the PCA plot: red nodes indicate the features that 
have higher values in the samples represented by red dots, while black nodes correspond to the features that have 
higher values in the samples represented by black dots.
A node is red as specified by the node colour, and shifts to lighter shades of red when its loading weight 
approaching 0, that corresponds to white nodes; likewise a black node shifts to lighter shades of grey as the load-
ing value comes nearer to 0. The node colour concurrently expresses the behaviour of the features in the system 
under analysis: antithetical colours, i.e. red and black, indicate features that behave in opposite ways, while nodes 
characterised by the same colour range (red to pink or black to grey) correspond to features that display the same 
behaviour (for instance their abundance either increases or decreases).
Moreover, a red edge links nodes that display the same behaviour (positive correlation) and have therefore the 
same colour, while a black edge connects nodes that are negatively correlated (nodes with antithetical colours).
Construction of the P-value network. The P-value network is a variation of the classical correlation-based 
network: it is a correlation network, but considers only the features that are significantly different when com-
paring the groups of samples under analysis. A pairwise Mann-Whitney test is performed for each feature on 
the normalized dataset (the same normalization used before applying PCA), and p-values are adjusted using 
Benjamini-Hochberg correction. Only the most significant features (p-values after correction < = 0.05) are con-
sidered for the construction of the correlation network.
Hence, in the P-value network the edge value corresponds to the Pearson correlation coefficients between sig-
nificantly selected features, while the node colour is given by the difference between the medians of the features in 
the two groups, in accordance with the Mann-Whitney test (test on medians) performed for each feature.
Finally, the network is cut at different thresholds, i.e. at the same cut-off of the PC-corr network, and, for big 
networks, it is also cut at the cut-off level that gives approximately the same number of nodes of the PC-corr 
network.
For big datasets, the P-value network with the same cut-off of the PC-corr network is not shown due to the 
excessively high number of nodes and interactions. We created Venn diagrams of the nodes and of the edges for 
every dataset, to emphasize the similarities and differences between the two types of networks.
Construction of the P-value MI network. The P-value MI network is a mutual information (MI) network, but 
considers only the features that are significantly different when comparing the groups of samples under analysis.
Analogously to the P-value network, a pairwise Mann-Whitney test is performed for each feature on the 
normalized dataset (the same normalization used before applying PCA), and p-values are adjusted using 
Benjamini-Hochberg correction. Only the most significant features (p-values after correction < = 0.05) are con-
sidered for the construction of the MI network.
The MI network between significantly selected features was then constructed using minet92 (https://www.
bioconductor.org/packages/release/bioc/html/minet.html), a R/Bioconductor package which provides a set of 
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functions to infer MI networks from a dataset. We considered all the inference algorithms (CLR, ARACNE, 
MRNET, MRNETB), using for MI computation Pearson correlation (and other default values).
As in the P-value network, the inferred MI network has coloured nodes colour based on the difference 
between the medians of the features in the two groups, in accordance with the Mann-Whitney test (test on medi-
ans) performed for each feature.
Finally, they are cut at the same cut-off of the PC-corr and P-value networks and just the algorithm giving the 
higher number of interactions, that we called P-value MI, was studied in comparison to the other two approaches.
Since for the lipidomics dataset the P-value MI network (obtained with the CLR algortithm) showed no inter-
esting result, we continued our analysis by comparing the PC-corr network to the P-value network.
Functional annotation analysis by DAVID. The David80,81 functional annotation tool (https://david.ncifcrf.gov/) was 
used to provide a functional interpretation of the large list of genes obtained from the genomic studies under analysis.
Some enriched biological themes, especially KEGG and PANTHER pathways and GO terms, (p-value after 
Benjamini-Hochberg correction < 0.05 or 0.01) we identified were included in the representation of the PC-corr 
network. We performed the enrichment analysis using the entire gene list of the dataset as background and not 
all the genes were recognized.
Ensembl. All information regarding single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs), including type of variant, 
genomic position, gene consequences and significant associations to phenotypes, were acquired through Ensembl 
(http://www.ensembl.org).
The Ensembl Variation database stores, for several species, the areas of the genome that differ between individ-
ual genomes (“variants”) and, where available, associated phenotype information (traits and disease).
Germ layer attribution. The following background information was considered when analysing the develop-
mental genomic dataset. The embryo of all triploblastic animals presents three distinct primary layers of cells, 
called germ layers, that give rise to specific tissues and organ systems. Overall ectoderm, the outermost germ 
layer, produces the surface layer of the skin (epidermis) and forms the brain and the nervous system; endoderm, 
the inner layer, differentiates to form the epithelial lining of the digestive and respiratory tracts with their associ-
ated organs, and the prostate, the thyroid and parathyroid glands, the thymus gland, the urinary bladder and part 
of the urethra110,111.
Differently mesoderm, the middle germ layer, gives rise to the circulatory system (including the heart and the 
spleen), blood and lymphatic vessels, muscles (smooth, cardiac and skeletal muscles), connective tissues, adipose tissue, 
bones, dermis and subcutaneous layer of the skin, the kidneys and gonads112. However, tissues can have more than one 
attribution, like the skin, which has both mesodermal (dermis) and ectodermal (epidermis) contributions113.
Leave-one-out-cross-validation. To verify the robustness of our approach we used leave-one-out cross-validation 
(LOOCV).
1. First we analysed all the samples by PCA and obtained the loadings of the most discriminative dimension, 
which were used for the construction of the PC-corr network.
2. PCA analysis was then repeated iteratively over the total number of samples for each leave-one-out 
cross-validation of the dataset. At each iteration one sample was removed from the normalized dataset 
before performing PCA, and then put back after the analysis was done.
3. During the procedure, a loadings matrix was created: the first column contained the loadings of the most 
discriminative dimension obtained from the PCA of the original data, while the remaining columns were 
filled with the loadings of the most discriminative dimension of the PCA performed after removing each 
time a different sample.
4. Finally, after applying the PC-corr expression to the PCA loadings and the features’ correlation coefficients 
of each iteration, the PC-corr matrix obtained from the original omic dataset was combined with all the 
PC-corr matrices created upon sample removal.
5. The different approaches used to combine the PC-corr networks were: average, median and minimum (in 
absolute value), where the latter approach actually represents the intersection network. Specifically, the 
combined network contains an edge, whose value is given by the average/median/minimum (in absolute 
value for the minimum) of the values of that interaction in all the PC-corr matrices previously obtained.
6. As a result, the average/median/minimum network is obtained under the cut-off adopted in the original 
PC-Corr.
7. Venn diagrams were created to compare the four networks with respect to number of nodes and edges, 
using the interacting tool Venny 2.1.0114 (http://bioinfogp.cnb.csic.es/tools/venny/).
In addition, in order to reduce the time of computation, we selected only the features whose maximum abso-
lute value in the loading matrix was higher than the chosen cut-off.
Ethics approval and consent to participate.  Not applicable because the used datasets have been gener-
ated by previous biomedical studies, for which ethics approvals and consents were formerly collected.
Availability of data and materials.  The PC-corr MATLAB code and its user guide is available at the 
following GitHub repository: https://github.com/biomedical-cybernetics/PC-corr_net. Creation of R and Pyton 
codes are in progress. A user-friendly on-line web service running the PC-corr algorithm is under construction.
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